
Clio/6e 
Mr. Richard Sobol 
Lawyers Constitutional Committee 
808 Common St. 
Nee Orleans., Le. 

Deer Mrs Sobol, 

Harting just read the second inaccurate attack on me in the morning paper that gives gew Orissa' about what it deserves, I write you with some bitter.. noes for holding out a false hope to me and in maintaining a silence that denied 
MM the opportubity of properly looking- elsewher4 for the help el neediee 

lbile I' do not knew where X: would have turned for the legal aceistiedel 
require, I do knee that once you said you might be interested in the Ootstie tutionel aspects it would have been wrong for me to loek elsewhere. 

Jtist hoe meaningful ere the rights of .Americans when they cancot be asserted, when they een be hoisted with impunity end whet. the lawyers whose 
sacred obligation it is to defend than are themselves aloof? 

There are some censtitutional riPhts eside from possession of a Meek skin, and if the much-abused black people brave bola, as o °lege, these moat denied these rights, they are not the only ones. There ere also those rights bleak people will not have if whites also do note And there ere some rights that ere at least es basic as the one not to in any way be discriminated agpinst. 

Yet my experience with lawyers, notably those considered eith-'r "libeler' or tlegxessive", le that they uetisfy their consciences one their 
obligations by adoption of those once unpopular defendants who today ere wile. Aare their futures will not be damaged by the nature of their 'unpopular" clients and esusee. On the issue that I regard as the most basic single one 
today, slI are too busy, require impossible advance fees,- or make promises 
they do not keep. 

I em entirely without means. I have e38,000 in debt, incurred in e 
manner that helps or at least tries to help a few of the basic freedoms, in-  eluding those of lawyers. I am not black, end I em in a field where lawyers of 
en earlier are, in Germany, also found themselves ere-occupied, with the code sequences now veil known. Therefore, ' have no lawyer, no rights. 

You were under to obligation to eeesk to meg  none to represent me, 
But when you did encourage me, you did undertake en obligation you have not met.e. In failing to let me know when you amid you would and thereafter failing even to 
acknowledge receipt of any of the letters I wrote to ask your intentions, you made yourself eprt of the denial of my rights, joined, as I see it, the enemies 
of freedom in this case, fascists. I think you shouldt ba eshmenedi 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 
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